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AN INNOVATIVE SPECIAL ISSUE

This issue of JITTA is innovative in several ways: it is published
dynamically, with the issue still open for submission after the first papers are
released, it was published in just seventeen weeks following the call for papers,
and it uses a new format for JITTA. The issue contains seven papers, including
two research articles, three perspective articles and two application articles.

J

ITTA achieves several things for
the first time with this issue. This
is the first time to our knowledge
that an issue of a scholarly journal has been
released while the issue is still open for new
submissions. Here we are releasing this special
issue with seven exciting papers, but authors
still have plenty of time to write and submit
papers for the same issue. New papers will be
released in the issue when they become
available. This is possible because an
electronic journal can be released dynamically
as papers are ready. 1
Dynamic production of a special issue
is important because it allows the journal to
publish papers for the special issue with very
short publication cycle times. The original call
for papers for this special issue appeared on
June 4, 2001. That means a total publication

cycle time from call for papers to publication
of about 17 weeks. That is approximately 20%
of the cycle time for most of the journals in our
discipline.
The second first is our new publication
format. This new format, in Adobe PDF, is
designed to print on “executive” sized paper,
making it attractive and easy to read, but it also
prints well on B5, A4, and letter paper if the
print job is set to scale to the size of the paper.
The format does several things for JITTA and
for its authors. For JITTA the format allows for
extremely fast processing from acceptance to
publication.2
It also has a very conservative look,
designed to benefit authors who wish to
include JITTA publications in portfolios of
their work for promotion and related uses.
Finally, unlike HTML, the PDF format
provides JITTA with some assurance that
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Of course, since JITTA is an
archival journal, once the submission deadline
has passed and the last paper is published, the
issue will be fixed.
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Authors are now required to provide
everything for articles in MS Word format.
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papers published in the journal look close to
exactly the same on every reader’s computer.
These are the first two steps in JITTA’s
re-engineering of its publication process,
which will eventually permit us to reach our
goal of a total publication cycle time of 12
weeks from submission to publication.
Finally, it is the first time that JITTA
has published four issues in a single volume.
With another volume that is already being put
together jointly by Rajiv Kishore and Khalil
Drira, volume 3 will have five issues. This is a
clear indication to us that JITTA has been very
successful in establishing itself as one very
credible place to publish in the IS world.
It may be a surprise to many that JITTA
is one of IS’s most widely read journals. One
reason for this is that JITTA very accessible to
IS researchers everywhere because it is
available online and free-of-charge. A
consequence of this is that JITTA issues have
been widely read. Volumes one and two had
more than 700 readers each, while volume 3
has already recorded more than 1000 readers.
This compares favorably to all but the very
most widely read IS journals.

THE SPECIAL ISSUE
The issue opens with an article by Julie
and Kenneth Kendall, “A Paradoxically
Peaceful Coexistence Between Commerce and
Ecommerce,” in which they invoke paradoxes
to support a new paradigm of coexistence
between traditional and e-commerce. The
Kendalls are deservedly famous for their use
of metaphor and images to help us to
understand technological phenomena, e.g.,
(Kendall and Kendall, 1993; Kendall and
Kendall, 1994). I’m sure that this paper will be
widely circulated and discussed.
Next is a paper by Ken Peffers, “The
Future
of
Electronic
Commerce:
a Shift from the EC Channel to Strategic
Electronic Commerce,” in which he analyzes
qualitatively the likelihood for seven types of
products to be successfully sold using the
“electronic commerce channel.” He concludes
that much of the value to be obtained through
the use of the EC channel has already been
taken and excessive equity prices for
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technology stocks may have actually resulted
in over-investment in EC channel businesses.
Next, he presents a framework for a broader
model of E-Commerce, the Strategic
Electronic Commerce Model (SECM), that can
provide the basis for decision making in the
firm about where to invest in IT for ecommerce.
Next in the issue follow three
perspectives articles. These are shorter articles
in which researchers argue for a particular
viewpoint, in this case about the future of EC.
Edgar Weippl, “The Transition from Ecommerce to M-commerce: Why Security
should be the enabling technology,” argues
that if M-commerce is to succeed, security will
be the enabling technology. Daniel Amor,
“The Industrialization of the Internet Gold
Rush,” uses history to analyze the current state
of the EC technology and draws analogies to
what happened with earlier technologies to
suggest EC’s future. Stefan Klein, “Electronic
Commerce: The Flip Side of a Buzzword,”
points to limitations in our understanding of
EC and addresses the implications for IS
research.
The issue contains two application
articles. These articles investigate the
application of specific technologies for EC and
use these applications to provide us with
insight about the likely future of EC. In “Is ECommerce of IT Application Services (ASP)
Alive and Well?,” Tsipi Heart and Nava
Pliskin address the health and future of the
ASP industry, widely expected to be a major
infrastructure component in support of EC.
Stuart J. Barnes, in ““Big in Japan” – iMode
and the mobile Internet,” investigates a counter
trend to the retrenchment of EC in other parts
of the world and asks whether iMode
represents the future that might be for EC.
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